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Agenda
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II. Characterizing Probabilities: Strategies for Effective 
Communication
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Workshop Heavily Influenced By…

Rifkin, E., & Bouwer, E. (2007).
The Illusion of certainty: Health 
benefits and risks. Springer.

Gigerenzer, G. 
(2015). Risk savvy: How 
to make good decisions. 
Penguin.

Gigerenzer, G. 
(2003). Reckoning with risk: 
learning to live with uncertainty. 
Penguin.

Highly Recommended Books
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Poll #1

´ Suppose: One in a thousand people has a 
particular form of congenital heart 
condition. There is a test to detect it. 
´ The test is 99% accurate for those with the defect 

and 95% accurate for those without it. 
´ A randomly selected person is screened for the  

condition at an annual physical and tests positive.
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Poll #1

´ Suppose: One in a thousand people has a 
particular form of congenital heart 
condition. There is a test to detect it. 
´ The test is 99% accurate for those with the defect 

and 95% accurate for those without it. 
´ A randomly selected person is screened for the  

condition at an annual physical and tests positive.

Positive test is bad news.

But how concerned should 
they be? 
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Poll #1

´ Suppose: One in a thousand people has a 
particular form of congenital heart 
condition. There is a test to detect it. 
´ The test is 99% accurate for those with the defect 

and 95% accurate for those without it. 
´ A randomly selected person is screened for the  

condition at an annual physical and tests positive.
´ Probability that this person in fact has the 

condition? 
Use your intuition: What seems about right?
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Poll #2
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Poll #2
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X doubles the risk of  Y!
´ “Drinking as little as two soft drinks a week 

appears to nearly double the risk of getting 
pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.”

´ “Even If You're Lean, 1 Soda Per Day Ups Your 
Risk Of Type 2 Diabetes”
´ A new study published in the British Medical 

Journal finds that people in the habit of drinking 
one sugar-sweetened beverage — such as a soda 
or sweetened tea — every day had an 18 percent 
increased risk of developing the disease over a 
decade. 

´Which is more worrisome?
http://www.webmd.com/cancer/pancreatic-cancer/news/20100208/pancreatic-cancer-linked-sodas

http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2015/07/23/425635400/even-if-youre-lean-1-soda-per-day-ups-
your-risk-of-diabetes

Poll #2
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Presidential Polling

´Which polling average from the week before Election 
Day came closest to the final national popular vote?
´ Obama vs. Romney 2012

´ Trump vs. Clinton 2016

´ Biden vs. Trump 2020

Poll #3
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Presidential Polling

´Which polling average from the week before Election 
Day came closest to the final national popular vote?
´ Obama vs. Romney 2012

´ Trump vs. Clinton 2016

´ Biden vs. Trump 2020

´Which polling average was furthest from final vote?

Poll #3
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2012

2016

2020
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2012

2016

2020

3.2 %

1.1 %

2.7 %

Error
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High vs. Low Probabilities

´Is this a high probability or a low probability?
´0.1667 
´16.67%
´ 1/6 
´1 per 6 
´5:1 odds against

Poll #4
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Characterizing Probabilities with 
Natural Frequencies, Familiar Contexts

´People have difficulty reasoning based on 
percentages and decimals.

´Experts and the highly numerate have less difficulty, 
but 
´This is because they can mentally convert to frequencies
´Still tend not to distinguish well among very high (or low) 

probabilities
´0.017% vs. 0.000014%
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Characterizing Probabilities with 
Natural Frequencies, Familiar Contexts

´People have difficulty reasoning based on 
percentages and decimals.

´Experts and the highly numerate have less difficulty, 
but 
´This is because they can mentally convert to frequencies
´Still tend not to distinguish well among very high (or low) 

probabilities
´0.017% vs. 0.000014%
´ 1 per 6000 vs. 1 per 7 million
´ 1 in entering UMass undergrad class vs. 1 in pop. of Mass
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Historic failure?

“Pollsters flubbed the 2016 presidential election in seismic fashion.”

“Donald Trump's victory dealt a devastating blow to the credibility of 
the nation's leading pollsters, calling into question their mathematical 
models, assumptions and survey methods.”

NPR Weekend Edition
Scott Simon w/ Sean Trende (RCP)
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´ Sports reporters give the Cubs, down 3-1 in the World Series, 
a 12.5% chance.

Historic failure?18



´ Sports reporters give the Cubs, down 3-1 in the World Series, 
a 12.5% chance.

Historic failure?19



´ Sports reporters give the Cubs, 
down 3-1 in the World Series, a 
12.5% chance.

Historic failure?20



Historic failure?

´I have a fair coin.
´That means that if I flip it three times, I have a 12.5% 

(1 in 8) chance of getting all three heads.
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Historic failure?

´I have a fair coin.
´That means that if I flip it three times, I have a 12.5% 

(1 in 8) chance of getting all three heads.

´Suppose I flip the coin three times and I get all heads. 
What’s your reaction?
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Historic failure?

´I have a fair coin.
´That means that if I flip it three times, I have a 12.5% 

(1 in 8) chance of getting all three heads.

´Suppose I flip the coin three times and I get all heads. 
What’s your reaction?
´I lied when I said the coin was fair?
´I am incorrect in my calculation?
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Historic failure?

´I have a fair coin.
´That means that if I flip it three times, I have a 12.5% 

(1 in 8) chance of getting all three heads.

´Low probability or high probability event?
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Historic failure?

´I have a fair coin.
´That means that if I flip it three times, I have a 12.5% 

(1 in 8) chance of getting all three heads.

´Low probability or high probability event?
´Your perception depends on what is at stake.
´Risk depends on both probability and potential loss/gain
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Historic Failure in Communication 
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Informational Food Chain
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Informational Food Chain

IBD/TIPP

LA Times/ USC

Bloom
berg

Reuters/Ipsos

CBS
FOXABC

+4 +3

Rasmussen

+2 +2 +3

LA Times/USC

+5+6

Economist/You

Gov

FiveThirtyEight

Huffington Post
NYT Upshot
Larry Sabato –

Crystal Ball

Pollsters

Forecasters

Talking Heads

Votamatic

Allan Lichtman
Helmut Norpoth

Vox – Montgomery 

& Hollenbach

95%
T51%71%85%96%

98%

“She’s got this.”

“Trump has no chance”

“What if the polls are wrong?”

“dead 
heat”

HRC HRC HRC HRC HRC HRCtoss-up

“Hillary leads, but race close in 
final stretch”
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/11/29/how-to-better-
communicate-election-forecasts-in-one-simple-chart/
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Risk Characterization Theatre

0% 0% 0%Pundits see:

“What is the point of the prediction if the prediction doesn’t happen?”-T. Noah
“It’s not a prediction; it’s a forecast. It’s an estimate of risk.”-N. Silver

Rifkin, E., & Bouwer, E. (2007). The Illusion of certainty: Health benefits and risks. Springer.
30



Risk Characterization Sports Arena31



How likely are you to pick one of these cards?

From a shuffled 52-card deck?

Risk Characterization Casino32



Risk Communication: 
Common Pitfalls and Solutions

´Illusion of Certainty

´Risk vs. Uncertainty

´Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Individual vs. Population-based Decision-Making
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Illusion of Certainty

´As scientific experts, do we encourage or dissuade 
members of the public, patients, clients, etc. from 
viewing scientific findings as “proof”?
´Dangers of excessive scientific humility
´Dangers of insufficient scientific humility
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Illusion of Certainty

´As scientific experts, do we encourage or dissuade 
members of the public, patients, clients, etc. from 
viewing scientific findings as “proof”?
´Dangers of excessive scientific humility
´Dangers of insufficient scientific humility

´Honesty about what we think we know and why
´Sources of uncertainty
´What assumptions are involved in risk assessments? 
´How realistic are assumptions?
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Illusion of Certainty

´As scientific experts, do we encourage or dissuade 
members of the public, patients, clients, etc. from 
viewing scientific findings as “proof”?
´Dangers of excessive scientific humility
´Dangers of insufficient scientific humility

´Honesty about what we think we know and why
´Mass rejection of expertise

´Consequences of expecting certainty from experts 
(economists, doctors, politicians, lawyers, teachers, etc.)
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“Nothing comes to my desk that is perfectly 
solvable,” Obama said at one point. 
“Otherwise, someone else would have solved 
it. So you wind up dealing with probabilities. 
Any given decision you make you’ll wind up 
with a 30 to 40 percent chance that it isn’t 
going to work. You have to own that and feel 
comfortable with the way you made the 
decision. You can’t be paralyzed by the fact 
that it might not work out. On top of all of this, 
after you have made your decision, you need 
to feign total certainty about it. People being 
led do not want to think probabilistically.”

http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2012/10/michael-lewis-profile-barack-obama

Illusion of Certainty: Leaders Know the Game
38
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Illusion of Certainty

“The quest for certainty is the biggest obstacle to 
becoming risk savvy.”- Gerd Gigerenzer, Risk Savvy

39



Risk vs. Uncertainty

´The more evidence we obtain, the more confident we 
can be in our conclusions, right?
´Ask the turkey, who each morning becomes more confident 

that the farmer has arrived to feed—not harm—her.
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Risk vs. Uncertainty

´The more evidence we obtain, the more confident we 
can be in our conclusions, right?
´Ask the turkey, who each morning becomes more confident 

that the farmer has arrived to feed—not harm—her.

´What we call “risk” is actually known risk. 
´(Actually, usually estimated risk from data + assumptions) 

´Unknown risks add additional, 2nd order, uncertainty; 
we are uncertain about our quantification of risk. 
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Risk vs. Uncertainty

´The more evidence we obtain, the more confident we 
can be in our conclusions, right?
´Ask the turkey, who each morning becomes more confident 

that the farmer has arrived to feed—not harm—her.

´What we call “risk” is actually known risk. 
´(Actually, usually estimated risk from data + assumptions) 

´Unknown risks add additional, 2nd order, uncertainty; 
we are uncertain about our quantification of risk. 

´Statisticians use risk to mean expected loss.
´Reminds us that stakes matter, as well as probabilities
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Which is more helpful to laypeople?
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Absolute Risk = one’s risk of developing a disease 
(or other condition) over a specific period of time.

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR) = ratio of two 
absolute risk figures

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR) = 100%(1-RR)
´Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR) = difference in 

absolute risks

´Scientific journals provide RR or odds ratios (OR)

44



Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR)
100%(1-RR) = 100x(0.433)% = 43.3%
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR)
100%(1-RR) = 100x(0.433)% = 43.3%
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR)
100%(1-RR) = 100x(0.433)% = 43.3%

´Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR)
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR)
100%(1-RR) = 100x(0.433)% = 43.3%

´Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR)
0.0097 – 0.0055 = 0.0042 = 0.42%
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR)
100%(1-RR) = 100x(0.433)% = 43.3%

´Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR)
0.0097 – 0.0055 = 0.0042 = 0.42%

52

How might one 
communicate this to a 

non-scientist?



Absolute vs. Relative Risk (Example)
44,551 nonhospitalized COVID-19 (Omicron) patients aged 50+
´Absolute Risk 

´0.55% of those treated with drug hospitalized or died
´0.97% of those not treated were hospitalized or died

´Relative Risk or “Risk Ratio” (RR)
0.0055/0.0097 = 0.567

´Relative Risk Reduction (RRR)
100%(1-RR) = 100x(0.433)% = 43.3%

´Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR)
0.0097 – 0.0055 = 0.0042 = 0.42%
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How might one 
communicate this to a 

non-scientist?
Around 4 more per 1000 avoid hospital/death



Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Which is more helpful to laypeople?
´Relative risk is primarily important to researchers.
´Absolute risk is more important to the public & decision-

makers.

´But journalists usually report relative risks. Why?
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Diabetes Drug Study
´ Experimental treatment and control groups
´ Twenty thousand men with diabetes in study
´ RRR is 50% “Cut your risk of death in half!”
´ Take the drug?
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Diabetes Drug Study
´ Experimental treatment and control groups
´ Twenty thousand men with diabetes in study
´ RRR is 50% “Cut your risk of death in half!”
´ Take the drug?

´Consider absolute risks:
´ 1 of 10,000 in treatment group died
´ 2 of 10,000 in control group died
´ Absolute risk reduction? 
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Diabetes Drug Study
´ Experimental treatment and control groups
´ Twenty thousand men with diabetes in study
´ RRR is 50% “Cut your risk of death in half!”
´ Take the drug?

´Consider absolute risks:
´ 1 of 10,000 in treatment group died
´ 2 of 10,000 in control group died
´ Absolute risk reduction? ARR = .0002 – .0001 = .0001 = .01%
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Diabetes Drug Study
´ Experimental treatment and control groups
´ Twenty thousand men with diabetes in study
´ RRR is 50% “Cut your risk of death in half!”
´ Take the drug?

´Consider absolute risks:
´ 1 of 10,000 in treatment group died
´ 2 of 10,000 in control group died
´ Absolute risk reduction? ARR = .0002 – .0001 = .0001 = .01%

´Number treated to save one life?
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Absolute vs. Relative Risk

´Diabetes Drug Study
´ Experimental treatment and control groups
´ Twenty thousand men with diabetes in study
´ RRR is 50% “Cut your risk of death in half!”
´ Take the drug?

´Consider absolute risks:
´ 1 of 10,000 in treatment group died
´ 2 of 10,000 in control group died
´ Absolute risk reduction? ARR = .0002 – .0001 = .0001 = .01%

´Number treated to save one life? NNT = 10,000 patients
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´ Increased Risk Factors
´A family history of colorectal cancer in any first-degree 

relatives slightly increased risk of rectal cancer (OR: 1.37 95% 
CI: 1.02-1.85).

´Greatest risk among those diagnosed at age 50 or younger 
(OR: 2.09 95% CI: 0.94-4.65 for rectal tumors; OR: 3.00 95% 
CI: 0.98-9.20 for distal colon tumors; and OR: 7.88 95% CI: 
2.62-23.7 for proximal colon tumors).

´ Factors significantly associated with cancer risk among 
those with a family history of colorectal cancer, included a 
diet not Prudent, i.e. high in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, 
fish and poultry, (OR: 2.79 95% CI: 1.40-5.56); smoking 
cigarettes (OR: 1.68 95% CI: 1.12-2.53), and eating a Western 
diet, i.e. a diet high in meat, refined grains, high-fat foods, 
and fast foods, (OR: 2.15 95% CI: 1.06-4.35)

Even further from
concrete!

<latexit sha1_base64="U10ybHNmz90PrXF9g/m9EnOHx9E=">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</latexit>

P (C|family)
1�P (C|family)

P (C|control)
1�P (C|control)
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Individual vs. Population-based Decision

´Lump noticed on 7-year-old’s leg
´Doctor recommends surgery to rule out cancer
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Individual vs. Population-based Decision

´Lump noticed on 7-year-old’s leg
´Doctor recommends surgery to rule out cancer
´Dueling risks

´1 in 1,000,000 lumps found on children’s legs cancerous
´1 in 1,000 surgeries of this sort leaves permanent nerve 

damage
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Individual vs. Population-based Decision

´Lump noticed on 7-year-old’s leg
´Doctor recommends surgery to rule out cancer
´Dueling risks

´1 in 1,000,000 lumps found on children’s legs cancerous
´1 in 1,000 surgeries of this sort leaves permanent nerve 

damage

´What is the “right” decision?
´Imagine you are the parent. 
´Imagine you are the doctor.
´Imagine you are public health analyst. 
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Individual vs. Population-based Decision

´Lump noticed on 7-year-old’s leg
´Doctor recommends surgery to rule out cancer
´Dueling risks

´1 in 1,000,000 lumps found on children’s legs cancerous
´1 in 1,000 surgeries of this sort leaves permanent nerve 

damage

´What is the “right” decision?
´Parent: Surgery 1000 times as likely to cause adverse event
´Doctor: How many instances like this before first case of cancer?
´Public health analyst: Total lives saved by surgeries?
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Probabilistic Illusions:
“Optical” Illusions of Chance Perception

´What is Probability, Really?

´Neglected Base Rates

´Transposed Conditionals

´“What Are The Chances?!” Hindsight Bias

69



What is Probability, Really?

´Where do probabilities reside? Properties of what?
´Out there in the world? In physical objects (propensities)

´Observed regularities under repetition? (relative frequencies)

´In our minds? Characterizing our uncertainty (degrees of belief)
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Neglected Base Rates

´Inspiring racist threat assessment

"I mean, look, Bill, I'm not a bigot. You know the 
kind of books I've written about the civil rights 
movement in this country," Williams replied. "But 
when I get on the plane, I got to tell you, if I see 
people who are [bald] and I think, you know, they 
are identifying themselves first and foremost as 
[bald people], I get worried. I get nervous.”

– Juan Williams

baldies
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Neglected Base Rates
Hypothetical Example

´ 4% of Americans shave their heads
´ Suppose that, of 200 attackers involved in terrorist 

attacks in U.S. from 2002 to 2011, 86 of these 
individuals (43%) were completely bald.

´One politician suggests that we don’t allow bald 
people fly “until we can figure out what the heck is 
going on.” 
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Neglected Base Rates
Hypothetical Example

´Since bald people are so over-
represented among terrorists, it’s only 
rational to be more afraid of people 
without hair than with hair, right?
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Neglected Base Rates
Hypothetical Example

´Since bald people are so over-
represented among terrorists, it’s only 
rational to be more afraid of people 
without hair than with hair, right?
´Similar to relative vs. absolute risk
´P(bald|terrorist) high 

P(terrorist|bald) is high!
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Neglected Base Rates
Hypothetical Example

´Since bald people are so over-
represented among terrorists, it’s only 
rational to be more afraid of people 
without hair than with hair, right?
´Similar to relative vs. absolute risk
´P(bald|terrorist) high 

P(terrorist|bald) is high!

´210 million adults; 8 million bald
´86 of 8 million bald adults =   0.001075%
´114 of 202 million non-bald = 0.000056%
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Neglected Base Rates
Hypothetical Example

´Since bald people are so over-
represented among terrorists, it’s only 
rational to be more afraid of people 
without hair than with hair, right?
´Similar to relative vs. absolute risk
´P(bald|terrorist) high 

P(terrorist|bald) is high!

´210 million adults; 8 million bald
´86 of 8 million bald adults =   0.001075%
´114 of 202 million non-bald = 0.000056%

19 times more likely to 
be terrorist than man 
in photo above?
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Probability of being
terrorist if not bald

Fewer than one per
million
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Probability of being
terrorist if bald

Fewer than a dozen 
per million
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Neglected Base Rates
Bottom Line

´Prob(terrorist|characteristic X) = extremely low
´For virtually any X except concrete evidence of plans

´Error of neglected base rates serves to excuse 
irrational fear of unfamiliar or those already 
disfavored
´ Otherwise, we would all avoid men as likely violent 

criminals.
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Transposed Conditionals

´ A crime has been committed and the criminal’s 
blood was left at the scene. 
´Only 1 per 1000 people has the same blood type as the 

criminal. 
´A person on trial for the crime has this blood type.
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Transposed Conditionals

´ A crime has been committed and the criminal’s 
blood was left at the scene. 
´Only 1 per 1000 people has the same blood type as the 

criminal. 
´A person on trial for the crime has this blood type.

´ Prosecutor’s (Fallacious) Argument
´The chance of an innocent person having the matching 

blood type is just 1 in 1000. 
´The accused has that blood type.
´Thus, the probability they are innocent is just 1 in 1000.
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Transposed Conditionals

´Prosecutor’s (Fallacious) Argument
´The chance of an innocent person having the matching 

blood type is just 1 in 1000. 
´The accused has that blood type.
´Thus, the probability they are innocent is just 1 in 1000.

´What is wrong with this reasoning?
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Transposed Conditionals

´Prosecutor’s (Fallacious) Argument
´The chance of an innocent person having the matching 

blood type is just 1 in 1000. 
´The accused has that blood type.
´Thus, the probability they are innocent is just 1 in 1000.

´What is wrong with this reasoning?
´Probability of blood type given innocence = 1/1000
´Probability of innocence given blood type is not the same
´Why was the accused a suspect?

´ Other evidence? How many suspects’ blood tested?
´ DNA database?
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Transposed Conditionals

´What is wrong with this reasoning?
´Probability of blood type given innocence = 1/1000
´Probability of innocence given blood type is not the same
´Why was the accused a suspect?

´ Other evidence? How many suspects’ blood tested?
´ DNA database?

´The criminal is determined to be from Houston.
´2.3 million people in Houston
´Suppose 500,000 are eligible suspects

´500 people with same blood type left by criminal
´P(innocent|matching blood type) = 499/500 = 99.8%
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Transposed Conditionals

´What is wrong with this reasoning?
´Probability of blood type given innocence = 1/1000
´Probability of innocence given blood type is not the same
´Why was the accused a suspect?

´ Other evidence? How many suspects’ blood tested?
´ DNA database?

´The criminal is determined to be from Houston.
´2.3 million people in Houston
´Suppose 500,000 are eligible suspects

´500 people with same blood type left by criminal
´P(innocent|matching blood type) = 499/500 = 99.8%

Chance they are guilty 
same as sitting in a black 

seat by chance
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“What Are The Chances?!” 
Can’t be a coincidence!
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“What Are The Chances?!” 
Can’t be a coincidence!87
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How Likely Are Coincidences?
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Coincidence expected in large population seems 
like evidence to individual experiencing it

´ Oprah finished with a statement from the CDC, which said 
there was no science to support the connection between 
vaccines and autism. I couldn't help but think, "Who needs 
science when I'm witnessing it every day in my own home? I 
watched it happen." I replied with all the love that I could 
muster in my heart. "At home, Evan is my science.”

–Jenny McCarthy
´ 10 million MMR vaccines per year (~age 1 and 4-6 yrs)
´ 1 in 27 boys diagnosed with autism

´ How many will begin showing signs by chance, after vaccination?
´ How many parents more sensitive to signs after vaccination?
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Bayes’ Rule Via Natural Frequencies
No fractions, no formula

´ Suppose: One in a thousand people has a 
particular form of congenital heart 
condition. There is a test to detect it. 
´ The test is 99% accurate for those with the defect 

and 95% accurate for those without it. 
´ A randomly selected person is screened for the  

condition at an annual physical and tests positive.
´ Probability that this person in fact has the 

disease? 
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Bayes’ Rule Via Natural Frequencies
No fractions, no formula

´Of 100,000 people…
´100 have the heart condition
´99,900 do not have the condition

´Screenings advised; not based on symptoms
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Bayes’ Rule Via Natural Frequencies
No fractions, no formula

´Of 100,000 people…
´100 have the heart condition
´99,900 do not have the condition

´Expected results for those with heart condition 
´99 correctly diagnosed (+)
´ 1 misdiagnosed as fine (–)

´Expected results for those without heart condition
´94,905 correctly test (–) and breathe sigh of relief
´ 4,995 misdiagnosed (+) as having heart defect
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Bayes’ Rule Via Natural Frequencies
No fractions, no formula

´Expected results for those with heart condition 
´99 correctly diagnosed (+)
´ 1 misdiagnosed as fine (–)

´Expected results for those without heart condition
´94,905 correctly test (–) and breathe sigh of relief
´ 4,995 misdiagnosed (+) as having heart defect

´ Your test comes back (+). Oh no! And it has such high accuracy.
´ But you are among 99 + 4995 = 5094 to test positive
´ Only 99 of 5,094 people have the genetic mutation.
´ Very unlikely you have it: 2%, like guessing a single card from deck!
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Recommendations

´Natural Frequencies and Concrete Comparisons

´Absolute Risk Comparisons

´Transparency about Uncertainty (or at least 
“according to our best current knowledge”)

´Probability is always conditional—Know upon what

´Good decisions will result in bad outcomes.
´Doesn’t mean decision was wrong (hindsight bias)

´Help inoculate against magical thinking (“If only…”)

´Chasing elusive certainty doesn’t work; can be harmful
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Recommendations

´Natural Frequencies and Concrete Comparisons

´Absolute Risk Comparisons

´Transparency about Uncertainty (or at least 
“according to our best current knowledge”)

´Probability is always conditional—Know upon what

´Good decisions will result in bad outcomes.
´Doesn’t mean decision was wrong (hindsight bias)

´Help inoculate against magical thinking (“If only…”)

´Chasing elusive certainty doesn’t work; can be harmful
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Thank You!
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